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This invention relates to a holder or bobbin for 
hand knitting yarn and is particularly useful in 
knitting Argyle socks, sweaters and other like 
multi-colored articles. 
The object of the invention is to provide de 

vices used in sets,.one for each color of yarn used 
by the hand knitter in making a particular type 
of article. Each device is adapted to carry a mul 
tiple winding of yarn which is wound from the 
ball or hank by hand to such amount as the 
knitter determines ‘may be required to complete 
or partially complete the particular portion of 
such article. The device is light in weight, simple 
of operation, streamlined, free of projections on 
which the yarn might catch and when in use re 
tains the wound yarn in orderly fashion locked 
in the bobbin but readily unwindable therefrom 
as the knitter requires a supply of yarn carried 
by a particular bobbin. 
In the/drawings Fig. l is a life-size face view of. 

a bobbin just after a supply of yarn has been 
wound thereon but before it is locked in the 
bobbin against unwinding; Fig. 2 is a view similar 
to Fig. 1 with the bobbin locked, securing the 
yarn against unwinding; Fig. 3 is a plan view of 
the inside of one of the two like members which 
vmake up a bobbin twice enlarged in respect of 
the life-size of Figs. 1 and 2; Fig. 4 is an ‘edge 
view of the device of Fig. 3; Fig. 5 is a plan of two 
of the devices of Figs. 3 and 4 assembled illustrat 
ing some of the internal parts; Fig. 6 is an edge 
View of the device of Fig. 5; Fig. 7 is a section on 
the line ‘I—-'I of Fig. 5; Fig. 8 is a plan view of a 
modi?cation embodying the general principle of 
operation of the device of Figs. 1 to 7; Fig. 9 is 
an edge view of the device of Fig. 8; Fig. .10 is a 
view similar to Fig. 8 with the device open ready 
to receive windings of yarn; Fig. 11 is a section 
on the line II—II of Fig. 8 and Fig. 12 is a sec 
tion on the'linel2-~I2 of Fig. 10. 
The bobbin of Figs. 1 to 7 consists of two like 

left and right members I and 2, preferably mold 
ed in a single piece, from thermoplastic material 
such as cellulose acetate, Lucite or the like. In 
asmuch as both members I and 2 are alike, only 
the member I will be described in detail. The 
member I has a body portion 3 and top and bot 
tom ?ngers 4 and 5, both curved vinwardly ‘in re 
spect of the median line of the ‘body and each 
terminating in an inwardly extending hook or 
member 6-1. The inner portion of the member 
I is provided with an irregularly shaped recess 8 
which is provided with a central aperture 9. A 
projection or pin I0 outside of the edge of the 
recess 8 and an oval shape slot II, outside of the 
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recess 8, opposite the pin ID. The upper and 
lower edges of the body are provided with half 
round beads I2—I3. The two pairs of depres 
sions l4—l5 and .l6—-I‘I are positioned one pair, 
Ill-I5, at the top of the recess and partially ex 
tending thereinto and the other pair, IE—I'I, 
diagonally opposite the first mentioned pair. 
Each of the halves i and 2, having the same con 
struction and features, may be matched to form 
a complete bobbin as is illustrated in Fig. 5. Such 
like members when matched are secured together 
by the two part stud I8, the sleeve of the upper 
portion being internally screw threaded and the 
stem of the lower portion being externally screw 
thraded in order that they may be secured to 
gether, retain the matched members I and 2 to 
gether and upon which such members pivot. A 
leaf spring washer I9 is positioned around the 
sleeve of the stud I8 in the circular cup shaped 
member 20 and tends to press the two matched 
halves together. When the two halves are 
matched and assembled with the hooks 6—‘I in 
closed position, the bead I2 ?ts into the depres 
sion I511 (as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 5) and 
the bead I3 ?ts into the depression i‘Ia; the bead 
I2a ?ts in the depression I5 and the bead I3a ?ts 
into the depression It. The pin I0 ?ts into the 
slot Ila and the corresponding pin I?a ?ts into 
the slot I I. 
The device is opened by pulling apart one of 

the two sets of members I and 2, whereupon the 
body portions will pivot on the stud I8 and by 
reason of the ?exibility of the spring washer l9 
and the inherent flexibility of the device the two 
sets of members I and 2 will readily separate to 
the position shown in Fig. 1. When the devices 
are so separated, the beads I2 and i3 will move 
with their respective members, the bead I2 to 
the right and the bead I3 to the left; the bead I2a 
to the left and the bead 13a to the right. Such 
beads will, when the members I and Z are opened, 
enter the ?rst depression which they encounter 
‘in their path of movement and under the in?u 
ence of the spring 20 will drop thereinto which 
thereby retains the sets of members I and 2 in 
open position. When the yarn has been wound 
‘on the body of the bobbin, as shown in Fig. 1, two 
vof the members I and 2 are pressed together 
‘whereupon the device closes and the beads return 
to the position shown in Fig. 5. 
The modi?cation shown in Figs. 8 to 12 con 

sists of three parts molded from a suitable plas 
tic, a body in the form of a spider 2i and two like 
members 22—23. The like members 22-23 are, 
generally diamond shape in cross section, pro 
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vided at their ends with ?ngers 24-25. The 
spider has four sets of holders which carry and 
retain the members 22-23 in their proper rela 
tion and upon which they may rotate to open and 
close the device, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10. 
The two central sets of holders 26-21, 28-29 
are on one side of the body 2| and the two sets 
of holders 30-3l, 32-33 are carried by the op 
posite side of the body 2|. Each of the laterally 
projecting holders are provided at their ends 
with retaining members 34 which embrace op 
posite sides of the members 22-23, as illustrated 
in Figs. 8-10. Finger pieces 35 are secured op 
posite each other to the members 22-23 and 
between the holders 26-21 and 28-29. When 
it is desirous of opening the bobbin to the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 10 the user grasps the ?nger 
pieces 35 and rotates them which causes the 
members 22-23 to rotate within the members 
34, thereby separating the ?ngers 24-25. The 
members 34 are ?exible and will give su?iciently 
to permit a cam-like action, in both opening and 
closing directions, between the members 34 and 
22-23, thereby retaining the members 22-23 
in the position to which they have been so ad 
justed. When yarn is wound on the device the 
?nger pieces are again rotated, in the opposite 
direction, causing the members 22-23 to close, 
as shown in Fig. 8. 

It is to be noted that the retaining mem 
bers 34 do not extend entirely around the mem 
bers 22-23 and inasmuch as the material, of 
the holders and retaining members, is ?exible 
the members 22-23 can readily be inserted in 
position by ?exing them whereupon they will 
snap into their proper positions. 
While the two devices illustrated in the draw 

ings show a duplication of the ?ngers 4-5 and 
24-25 and the terminal hooks 6-1, neverthe 
less one set of books, for instance the lower set 
of hooks 1, may be omitted. In other words, the 
?ngers would terminate just in back of the hooks 
‘I and would leave the lower portion of the bob 
bin open at all times for winding and unwinding 
of yarn, but the device would nevertheless func 
tion for all practical purposes to lock the yarn 
when the remaining set of ?ngers are closed. 

It is desirable that when the ?ngers are closed 
that the inner faces of the hooks contact in or 
der that the yarn may not slip therethrough, 
but the device will function if such ?ngers are 
slightly separated to form a narrow slot which 
will be of insufficient width to permit the yarn 
to pass therethrough when the bobbin hangs 
from the work. 

It is obvious that winding and unwinding of 
yarn may be done by manipulating but one of 
the ?ngers, leaving the other stationary. Thus, 
for instance, in the device of Fig. 8, either one 
of the ?ngers 22-23 may be manipulated to 
open position leaving the‘ other ?nger in its nor 
mal closed position and when the winding and 
unwinding has been accomplished, then manip 
ulating the open ?nger to the closed position. 
In fact, the devices of this invention may be 
made with one of the ?ngers in apermanent 
v?xed position and opening for winding and un 
winding may be accomplished by making but 
one of the ?ngers movable and manipulating it 
as desired. 

I claim: 
1. A bobbin for winding and holding yarn and 
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4 
the like, comprising two like members adapted 
to match together, means to pivotly secure said 
members in matched relation, each member hav 
ingan oppositely disposed ?nger thereon, an 
oppositely disposed ?nger on each of the mem 
bers facing when the two members are as 
sembled, said ?ngers being adapted to move away 
from one another to provide an opening there 
between. 

2. In a bobbin of the character set forth in 
claim 1 in which each of the members is pro 
vided with a plurality of internally, spaced de 
pressions, which depressions when the mem 
bers are assembled arrange in upper and lower 
rows, each member being provided with internal 
means, arranged in proximity to said depres 
sions, and entering a depression when the ?n 
gers are separated. 

3. In a bobbin of the character set forth in 
claim 1 in which a ?exible member is arranged 
with respect to the securing means to permit 
slight separation of the members during manip 
ulation of the ?ngers. 

4. A bobbin for winding and holding yarn and 
the like, comprising a central body portion, two 
pairs of co-acting members, one pair whereof is 
carried at the top and the other pair at the bot 
tom of said body portion, ?ngers on each of said 
members, said ?ngers being directed inwardly 
and angularly with respect to said members, 
each pair of members, the ?ngers carried there 
by and the edge of the body portion whereby 
such members are carried, de?ning a yarn re 
ceiving space, said ?ngers being normally in 
closed relation and being simultaneously movable 
by manual force on‘one pair of said ?ngers to 
separate both pairs of ?ngers, permitting free 
winding of yarn in said yarn receiving space, 
and means wholly within said body portion to 
retain the said ?ngers in spaced relation. 

5. A bobbin according to claim 4 in which the 
body portion consists of two plates in surface 
contact, said plates assuming relatively angular 
positions when the ?ngers are separated. 

6. A bobbin for winding and holding yarn and 
the like, comprising a central body portion, a 
pair of ?ngers extending from said central body 
portion, each ?nger being provided with a mem 
ber extending inwardly and angularly with re 
spect to said ?ngers, and said inwardly extend 
ing members lying substantially in the plane of 
said central member when said members are in 
closed relation, said central body portion, said 
?ngers and said members de?ning a yarn re 
ceiving space, said ?ngers being separable by di 
rect manual manipulation of one of said ?ngers 
and being movable in the opposite direction to 
close said ?ngers by direct manual manipulation 
of one of said ?ngers. ' 
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